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Still Unreconciled in Canada: A Century of Residential School Horrors

By Michael Welch, Kevin Annett, and Richard Sanders, September 30, 2021

The  discovery  of  an  unmarked  children’s  graveyard  on  the  territory  of  Tk’emlúps  te
Secwépemc First Nation has raised awareness about a massive crime against Indigenous
people, as well as profound doubts about the issues of our collective past.

High Recorded Mortality in Countries Categorized as “Covid-19 Vaccine Champions”. The
Vaccinated Suffer from Increased Risk of Mortality compared to the Non-vaccinated

By Gérard Delépine, September 30, 2021

Gibraltar  (34,000  inhabitants)  started  vaccination  in  December  2020  when  the  health
agency  counted  only  1040  confirmed  cases  and  5  deaths  attributed  to  covid19  in  this
country.

Destroying the Narrative: 40 Reasons Why a COVID-19 Pandemic Never Existed

By Jesse Smith, September 30, 2021

The whole world is under the power of an evil spell. The specters of the past are rapidly
converging across the globe and hurling us towards a true prison planet where authoritarian
rule is commonplace.

Killing Off Humanity:  How the Global Elite Is Using Eugenics and Transhumanism to Shape
Our Future
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By Robert J. Burrowes, September 30, 2021

Fully understanding significant world events as they happened yesterday and unfold today
invariably requires an understanding of the long arc of history; that is, knowledge about how
the human world really works.

Forced Vaccination Was Always the End Game. America’s Move Towards Authoritarianism

By Barbara Loe Fisher, September 30, 2021

With the exception of Pearl Harbor and Sept. 11, 2001, Americans have not been attacked
by an enemy on our own soil. Unlike countries in Europe during World War II, America has
never been occupied by a military force or locked down under martial law.

COVID-19  Vaccines  Are  Taking  a  Toll  on  Mental  Health,  Causing  Brain  Damage  and
Neurological Disease

By Joachim Hagopian, September 30, 2021

A press release from the Alzheimer’s Association International Conference held in late July
2021 found a  direct  connection  between the  so-called  Covid-19  virus  and subsequent
cognitive deficits, Alzheimer disease pathology and symptoms.

Hospital Nurse Whistleblowers on Vaccine Injuries: “Deadly Strokes, Bizarre Rashes, Cardiac
Arrest, Blood Clots in the Legs, Neurological Symptoms”

By Edmond B. Paré, September 30, 2021

Hospital  nurse  whistleblowers  are  reporting  that  it  is  mostly  the  vaccinated,  not  the
unvaccinated who are going to the hospital; and, their symptoms are not the symptoms of
respiratory Covid-19 patients.

26,041 Deaths 2,448,362 Injuries Following COVID Shots in European Union’s Database as
Slovenia Suspends J&J Shot after Death of 20-Year-Old Student

By Brian Shilhavy, September 30, 2021

The European Union database of suspected drug reaction reports is EudraVigilance, and
they  are  now  reporting  26,041  fatalities,  and  2,448,362  injuries,  following  COVID-19
injections.
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The Living Dead Pax Americana. War Inc. Rules. Cold War 2.0 against China

By Pepe Escobar, September 30, 2021

Pax Americana is actually The Eternal Return of the Living Dead. “Pax” was never in order;
War Inc. rules. The end of WWII led directly to the Cold War. The unipolar moment was an
arc from the First Gulf War to the bombing of Yugoslavia.

Italy Increasingly Armed

By Manlio Dinucci, September 30, 2021

Today in La Spezia the Minister of Defense Lorenzo Guerini inaugurates SeaFuture 2021, the
military-naval  exhibition  sponsored by  the  main  war  industries.  In  the  lead Fincantieri
(“strategic sponsor”), Leonardo (“platinum sponsor”) and Mbda (European joint venture in
which Leonardo has 25%) which participates as “gold sponsor”.

Video: Dr. Kary B. Mullis. “No Infection or Illness Can be Accurately Diagnosed with the PCR
Test”

By Kary B. Mullis and Dr. Gary Null, September 30, 2021

In 1996, Dr. Gary Null interviewed the late Nobel Laureate Dr. Kary B. Mullis, the inventor of
the PCR test. He stated that no infection or illness can be accurately diagnosed with PCR. He
also  discussed  his  thoughts  regarding  Dr.  Fauci  and  the  scientific  and
medical  establishments.
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